
Top 5 tips

For more information

Speak to your healthcare 
team if you have any 
questions.

Healthy shoulders for 
wheelchair users

Pace Yourself
Avoid unnecessary transfers and lifting, 
rest when you can, use equipment to 
make life easier and ask for help when 
you need it.

Wheelchair Setup
Have a chair that’s light, supportive 
and set up to make the most of  
every push.

Transfer Technique
Keep your transfers 
consistent, close and as 
level as possible. 

Environment Setup
Make sure the places where 
you spend the most time are 
easy to use and set up with 
all the right equipment.

Exercise
Keep your shoulders 
strong and flexible.
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Bones, joint capsule 
and ligaments are 
designed to be loose 
to allow a large range 
of movement

Small Stabilising 
Muscles around the 
shoulder blade and 
the rotator cuff control 
movement quality

Large Muscles provide 
the force needed for 
lifting and pushing.

How your shoulders work Why is it important to protect your shoulders?

Injury

Pain

Use

Weakness

Instability & 
overuse

As a wheelchair user you 
rely on your arms a lot. 
Unfortunately the shoulders 
are not designed to take  
the heavy loads demanded  
of them. 

Overuse and weightbearing 
on weak shoulders lead to 
injured and painful shoulders 
which can reduce your 
independence. 

Once you get in a cycle of 
pain and instability it can be 
hard to break. 

It is important to look at  
ways you can reduce the 
impact on your shoulders so 
that they have a long and 
healthy future.

You only get one 
pair of arms 
– protect them!

Your shoulder needs a balance of 
strength and flexibility to do its job 
effectively. 

Did you know?
You will do around 4000 
transfers every year.

Pain 
Cycle

Did you know?
Up to 50% of wheelchair 
users get shoulder pain 
during their lifetime.

If there is weakness in your 
stabilizing muscles your movement 
will be inefficient and you will be at 
risk of damaging your shoulder joint.


